Therefore, the central issues for many seniors are how to counteract the aging in place phenomenon, enjoy their retirement years, mitigate the stress of moving to a retirement community, and still feel connected to their old lives. For those mobile enough, one option is to become a seasonal migrant, blending the benefits of living in their home with those of temporary retirement community living. Seasonal migration, takes many forms but it is distinguished from other types of travel during retirement because migrants repeatedly travel to the same destination community and spend at least one month there. Another characteristic is that the destination usually improves one's lifestyle through climate, social activities, and an expanded support network of friends.
Seasonal migrant communities can consist of a wide variety of retirees, but they are frequently associated with "snowbirds," northern retirees who migrate to the south during the winter. Snowbirds primarily come from Canada or the northern US and frequently end up in RV parks scattered throughout Florida, Arizona and Texas. Unlike other types of retirement communities, residents only stay for one to six months and most are in good health. Parks do not provide year around care or intensive medical support, and people live in RVs. Moreover, retirees are not burdened with the stress of permanently leaving their home or the high costs of living in permanent retirement communities.
For many, the annual movement south marks a drastic shift in lifestyle as home and apartment living is traded for RVs and friends who lived miles away become close neighbors. The parks vary in size ranging from a few hundred residents to several thousand and the close proximity coupled with the small living space "requires you to know your neighbor and be social," one resident explained. It also encourages a strong sense of community and provides seniors with access to exercise clubs, health screenings, social clubs, and tourism activities, just like year-round retirement communities.
While seasonal migrants can choose a variety of locations, approximately 150,000 Midwesterners tend to winter in the southeastern region of Texas known as the Lower Rio Grande Valley (LRGV). 1 Locally they are not referred to as snowbirds, but "Winter Texans," retirees 55 or older who spend at least one month per year living in Texas. While they consist of a very diverse group from around the northern US and Canada, the majority (52.3 percent) come from the Midwest (Ghaddar and Simpson 2008) .
For several decades researchers have explored the seasonal migration of retirees to Florida, Arizona, and to a lesser degree Texas. Primarily the research focus has been on how communities form within the parks (Fry 1979) , demographics (Sullivan 1985) , social structures and marginality (Van Den Hoonaard and Kestin 2002) , and impact on the host community (Ghaddar and Simpson 2008) . To a lesser degree, it has explored the relationship people have with their home community (Bjelde and Sanders 2009) , the impact that migration has on health (McHugh and Mings 1994; Chui, Cohen and Naumova 2011) and retirees usage of Mexican health care (Dalstrom 2012) . However, the Winter Texan community is different from the other seasonal migrants because of their historical connection with LRGV, their emphasis on maintaining ties to the Midwest, and because access to Mexican medical care has had an impact their health and health seeking behaviors.
To understand the relationship between seasonal migration, health, and community formation, this article will draw upon Roger Rouse's (1992) concept of the transmigration circuit. While his work focuses on the migration decisions of Mexican immigrants in the US, his framework for conceptualizing the importance of the connection between the home and destination community is particularly useful. According to Rouse, migration is not random, nor is it isolating, or the sole result of economic conditions, but migrant destinations are chosen based on historic, economic, and social conditionals that create a circuit of sending and receiving communities. While these communities are separated by space, the continued return of migrants to the same location (LRGV) and the perpetual interest in the sending community (the Midwest) maintains bonds that "form a single community spanning across locales" (162). For Winter Texans this circuit orients them both to Texas and their home communities, and creates their "winter family" which consists of friends and family from the sending community along with other people from the Midwest who live together in the LRGV. This article will explore seasonal migration within the context of the transmigration circuit through a) discussing how Winter Texans choose the LRGV, b) exploring how new members get integrated into the community, and c) discussing how living in the parks impacts health and access to health care services both in the US and Mexico. Through the transmigration circuit social connections between the Midwest and the LRGV are formed and maintained. These close social ties are not only important in choosing a migration destination, but impact health, happiness, and longevity (Bjelde and Sanders 2009) .
Moreover, seasonal migration to the LRGV creates unique health care opportunities for retirees such as exercise classes, health screenings, and in some cases access to the Mexican medical system.
Methods
Research for this article is part of a larger study on health and medical travel along the US/Mexico border that was conducted over eleven months in [2008] [2009] . Data for this article is derived from participant observation research, and interviews. Participant observation research took place from November 2008 to February 2009 in one mobile home park in the city of McAllen located in the western part of the LRGV. During that time I attended park meetings, health screenings, and parties along with other social events. I also accompanied Winter Texans on outings (bird watching, dinners, church services) and 15 were accompanied as they traveled into Mexico for health care.
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 50 Winter Texans, 15 US medical providers, and 15 Mexican medical providers. Interviewees were selected using stratified purposeful sampling. Inclusion criteria for Winter Texans was that they lived in a mobile home park. The group was then stratified by the following categories, between the ages of 55-65 and 66-85, new residents (lived for less than five years in the park) and old residents (lived in the park more than five years), and whether or not they used Mexican health care. Medical providers were included if they treated Winter Texans and were stratified by physicians, dentists, and pharmacists. Interviews were conducted at the locations selected by the participants.
Data was cleaned and imported into NVIVO 9 for analysis. Open-ended coding was used to identify themes (Bernard 2011) across the data set. The themes were then organized and linked together using memoing to develop a theoretical model (Dalstrom 2012 ).
Access to the park was obtained through contacting the park president and arranging a presentation during the weekly park meeting. Although I was only in my late 20s during the time of the research, the migrants were largely receptive to me because I was from the Midwest and also because I was the same age as many of their grandchildren, making it easier to talk. As I spent more time in the parks, many of the residents saw me as a permanent fixture, and in a mock ceremony I was awarded my honorary Winter Texan nametag. Because I was not 55, however, I was not able to live in the park, which restricted my access to activities that occurred in the evening.
seasonal MIgratIon
The practice of migrating to warmer climates for retirement is not new, nor is it limited to the US. It occurs throughout Canada (Counts and Counts 1996) , between northern and southern Europe (Oliver and O'Reilly 2010; Bozˇic' 2006; Warens and Williams 2006) and throughout the continental US. Called, international retirement migration, if it is international (Bozˇic' 2006) , retirement migration for permanent domestic migration (Warens and Williams 2006) , and seasonal migration for temporary moves, these practices are characterized by the movement of people to a new community for the purpose of improving their lives.
For the most part, in both Europe and the US, seasonal migrants are "baby boomers" who are considered to be more healthy, wealthy, and less family oriented than their predecessors (Warens and Williams 2006) , making international and domestic retirement migration possible. Since they are believed to be healthier and less tied to a particular place, many are open to the idea of permanently moving to retirement communities in Spain, Italy, Arizona, and Florida to name a few. These communities tend to consist of houses, apartments, and condos that enable independent living while restricting access based upon age. Many are built by large construction companies that advertise the possibility for seniors to "live in a blissful and perpetual state of mature adulthood" (McHugh 2000: 2) through providing an improved lifestyle. However, recent research by Fitzgerald (2000) illustrates that an increasing number of retirees in the US want to be close to family and home during their retirement years and do not want to live in permanent retirement communities in the south. For those people, seasonal migration is the perfect answer because it lets them leave during the cold winter months when their mobility is limited, spend time with their 'winter family,' and return in the summer to be with their biological families.
A common precursor to seasonal migration in North America is becoming an RVer earlier in life. According to Counts and Counts (1996) there are many types of RVers, ranging from full-timers (who live in their RV all year), snowbirds (who travel south in RV during the winters), serious part-timers (spend at least six months in their RV), and vacation RVers (212). While the practice can be traced back to the 1920s and 1930s the modern RV movement began in the 1950s when it gained a sense of respectability as RV clubs developed to support the practice. These clubs became ways for RVers around the country to meet, share ideas, destinations, and develop a robust sub-culture. As the demographics in the county began to change and more people with disposable income lived longer, RVing became a way for retirees to travel, have a sense of adventure, and meet new people at RV parks around the county (34-39). Within the LRGV, the practice followed a similar pattern as the number of RV parks grew and became informal locations for retirees to intermingle. By the 1960s, their popularity was entrenched in the LRGV as they evolved from a collection of concrete slabs with electrical hook-ups to established retirement communities.
Promoting Fun, Sun, and Mexico to Midwesterners
Every fall, as the leaves begin to change, retired Midwesterners begin packing up their RVs and cars to head south to the southeast Texas border. Over 150,000 strong, they gradually descend upon the LRGV, which stretches across Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr, and Willacy counties. While Winter Texans have been migrating to the LRGV since the 1920s, it was not until the late 1970s that they were considered an important research topic and a systematic study of their origins, spending habits, and activities began to be reported. "A Survey of Winter Visitors in the Lower Rio Grande Valley" (School of Business Administration 1976) sampled 1,505 households and found that most Winter Texans originated from Minnesota, Iowa and Illinois. Subsequent surveys found that over thirty years later the origin communities have remained virtually unchanged (Ghaddar and Simpson 2008) .
It has been known for a long time that as people age they begin to orient themselves and make decisions to move based upon their social and experiential ties to a place (Oldakowski and Roseman 1986) , which , can be established through friends and relatives living in that place (Gober and Zonn 1983) . This phenomenon is particularly visible among the Winter Texan population who started traveling south almost a century ago. Early Midwestern migration began as a result of increased economic opportunities, as wealthy land developers began to recruit farmers from the Midwest through advertising cheap labor, land, and a rail system to take produce north. The campaign was very successful and by the early 1900s as some towns in the LRGV like McAllen went from 150 to 5,300 residents within ten years of being founded (Mittelstaedt 2013) .
While railroads allowed for produce to leave the LRGV, they also facilitated travel via the Southern Pacific Railroad and Missouri Pacific to St. Louis and Chicago connecting family members and friends.
By the 1920s some businessmen in the LRGV wanted to compete with Florida for tourism dollars and began marketing the climate to northerners (Robinson 2006) . The first national campaign was discussed in 1925 by the Valley Chamber of Commerce. For the venture, Brownsville, the largest city in the LRGV, provided 10,000 USD and organized a committee to raise an additional 25,000 USD. The money was used to create a booklet that was distributed in 1926 at agricultural conventions throughout the country. The committee also approached the Missouri Pacific Railroad who hired a newspaper man to conduct a local campaign to raise awareness of the tourism opportunities. At the same time, the Chicago based Gilllock Development Company produced a pamphlet called "Buried Treasure" to promote economic development in the area. The cover showed two people peering out of a snow-covered house that was contrasted to a scene of palm trees. The caption reads "Come south to the Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas from the frozen north to where the sunshine spends the winter." (Robinson 2006: 213) .
By the 1930s the advertising effort was believed to be largely successful as the LRGV had a "reputation for being a being a leading winter tourist resort area" (Mittelstaedt 2013 ). Nevertheless, it wasn't until the 1960s that another advertising innovation spurred the growth of tourism. In the late 1960s, Hank Stanley opened Fun-N-Sun RV Park for retirees, which offered more than just an electrical hookup and a concrete platform like the competitors. He believed that RV parks should be more of a community, blending healthy living, tourism, and entertainment. By 1970 his park had grown from 150 to 550 sites that were mainly occupied by "farmers from the Midwest. It became a place where people spend the winter," he said . Fun-N-Sun quickly became a template for other parks in the area that advertised exercise programs, dances, live music, and in some cases church services. Moreover, the name Winter Texan was coined by the park minister, C.L. Boyle . The McAllen Chamber of Commerce quickly latched onto the term starting a billboard campaign to promote its use. By the late 1970s, the name was firmly rooted when the University of Texas-Pan American began tracking their impact in the community (School of Business Administration 1976).
Over the years, LRGV has continued to target the retired population emphasizing the climate, friendly people, social activates, and proximity to Mexico. For example, in Highways Magazine, with a circulation of 50,000 readers there was advertisement with elderly people golfing, eating, sailing, and walking past the palm trees with the caption "Come spend the winter with the folks who are glad to see you…eat drink and be merry in Old Mexico… the lifestyle is laid back here in the friendly Rio Grande Valley" (Vincent 1993: 14) .
In addition to advertising, word of mouth referrals have played and important role attracting new people to the LRGV. Conversations with Winter Texans about their decisions to visit the LRGV tend to sound like, "My parents used to live here," "I had friends down here and they told me to come" or "I was in Florida and I didn't like it, people told me about the Valley so I came here." One local businessman described it as such:
Word of mouth played a big part of getting Winter Texans here and they would invite friends to come down and when they began to stay as Winter Texans, they had more friends down here than they knew what to do with.
Elaborating on that sentiment, a pair of Winter Texans from Iowa said that that they had a conversation with another couple who had told them "how good it was" and that they had strongly urged them to visit. So they did and within one winter they bought an RV.
Winter Texans can also be very passionate about the LRGV and have on occasions taken it upon themselves to promote it to other people. For example, Vera, a Minnesota resident was concerned because her friends in St. Paul, MN were not able to get adequate information about wintering in Texas. So she and a few of her Winter Texans neighbors, took promotional materials from the McAllen Chamber of Commerce to the Minnesota State Fair, where they set up a booth to advertise the LRGV.
This perpetual migration between the Midwest and the LRGV ensures that new migrants have a pre-existing social support network before they travel and that close connections are maintained with the home community. In short, a continuous supply of retirees is maintained through self-selection, selective recruitment, and network recruitment (Longino 1994) . Therefore it is inadequate to see seasonal migration as "movement between distinct environments" (Rouse 1992: 162) because of the strong connections that reside at both locations. Rather it is a "circuit" that links current and future retirees to both locations and is the template for community formation in the parks.
From Midwesterner to Winter Texan: Moving into Ocean Valley
Ocean Valley RV Park is like a lot of the mobile home parks built in the Fun-N-Sun model scattered throughout the LRGV, and the American southwest. Located on the outskirts of McAllen the park is enclosed by a five-foot chain-link fence that separates it from the neighboring park on one side and a small residential community on the other. A welcome sign greets new visitors along with a sign for people to check-in. The park is laid out in a gridlike fashion that separates the 427 lots into blocks that are organized into smaller communities.
Each block is named by the street that it is on and is led by a block captain. Block captains are elected leaders who are in charge of promoting social activities on the block, notifying next of kin in case of emergencies, and organizing the neighborhood watch program. While I was there, the block captains reported to the board of directors, who were elected by the entire park and are in charge of running the daily activities of the park. The Board met weekly in the Recreation Hall, located in the center of the park and all residents were expected to attend weekly meetings about the park's business. Most of the park's activities occurred within the Hall, which was large enough to hold 800 people.
Living in the park is restricted to those of age fifty-five and older, and although the park is in Texas, none of the residents are native Texans. Most of the residents only lived in the park for a few months during the winter, traveling back north during the months of March and April. In October, when they return south, the composition of the park changes from previous years as residents die or are not able to make the journey. Those who cannot make the journey back are commonly replaced by other Midwesterners who have familial connections and/ or friendships with people who already live in the park. Every year, as new residents enter the park, they are taken under the wing of older residents, some who have over twenty years experience living in the park. The bonds that newer residents share with established park families were particularly strong and form the template for the transfer of knowledge about the area. Under their guidance, new residents learn about park customs, life in the LRGV, and tourism in Mexico. The strong commitment that is shared between residents is epitomized by the common statement, "They are my second family."
During their time at the park, residents lived in trailers, but spent little time there, electing instead to socialize in the communal areas with their neighbors. The center of social life was the Recreational Hall, located near the main entrance of the park. Every time I visited the Hall residents were playing games (usually cards or shuffle board), exercising, socializing, or preparing for large gatherings such as dances or the weekly park meetings. For instance, at the weekly park meetings held in the Hall, retirees had the opportunity to share announcements with fellow park residents and solicit volunteers for a variety of activities such as quilting, trips to Mexico, and intra-park competitions (horse shoes, scuffle board, etc.).
Life during the winter is structured around multiple social identities, the block, the park, and state residency. Each block had its own block captain and every week during the winter had a social function. Certain blocks also took on particular characteristics. For example Santa Rosa Street is known as the party block, because they celebrate everything. According to a resident they even had a "Christmas tree funeral, when the block's tree died and four men acted as pall-bearers carrying the tree down the street." Then afterwards everyone drank beer and celebrated. On another occasion, the block rented a keg of beer and carried the keg into the middle of the community pool, where there was a little sitting platform, so they could drink without "getting hot [leaving the pool]." Other blocks were known for being quiet, or for the social activities that people engage in.
Aside from block membership, there was a lot of pride associated with park membership. Long term residents tended to have high levels of personal satisfaction with their park and often compared themselves with others, "we are much nicer than the [blank] park," "unlike others we own our land so you can't get kicked out," or "you can walk down the street and talk to almost anybody." Park identity was further reinforced through nametags that residents wore both in and out of the park, which prominently displayed the park's name and location. Furthermore, intra-park competitions in bowling, cards, and singing allow residents to compete with people from other parks. Since parks in the area are also segregated along class and regional differences, intra-park competitions enabled residents to engage in both class and national/regional completions through seemingly benign activities. For instance, there were several parks in the area that catered almost exclusively to the upper middle class and were so expensive as to be prohibitive for residents of Ocean Valley. Residents of these upper class parks were ridiculed for being "exclusive," and for "not having a community spirit," because they paid people to do the park maintenance jobs instead of relying of volunteers. Other parks in the area have regional appeal attracting large numbers of people from one state in the US or province of Canada. However, away from the parks, Winter Texans saw themselves as having more of a collective identity and engaged in the same social activities (volunteering, bird watching, golf, shopping, etc.) regardless of their park identity Integration and becoming part of the park community was emphasized within Ocean Valley, nevertheless, the primary responsibility falls upon the Welcoming Committee. One former committee member explained, that when new retirees arrived, they would "tell them about the activities" and "just welcome them leaving it open so they can ask us questions and we would answer whatever their concerns were." Then, "they would feel part of the park." To further support integration, older residents took newer ones under their wing acting as mentors, "showing them where to go," "fun places," and what "to avoid." Moreover, the mentors encouraged people to participate in the park activities as emphasized in the welcome packet:
All…residents are encouraged to contribute their energy and skills to park activities. This is an ideal way to become acquainted with many neighbors that are part of the "great group" that makes…[Ocean Valley] the best. 2 In both cases, residents of the park prided themselves on being a community and welcoming new residents. Volunteers provided all necessary labor within the park. The residents ran the welcome desk, managed the annual dues, planned parties, and arranged trips, making a strong community vital to the functioning of the park. Most new residents found out about the park through friends and families since the park hasn't advertised in decades. In some cases, whole families of siblings live in the park and it is common for friends from the same hometown to move into Ocean Valley. There are a handful of rental properties that allow new residents to "see if they fit" before they buy into the park. Once integrated, they tend to return every year. Some of the "original" residents well into their 90s still come to the park if they are healthy enough and have relatives to drive them. In recent years, the amount of widows has grown as it has become more socially acceptable to be alone and as more children have encouraged their parents to "have fun and be with friends." However, illness is always present and it is a sad time when people are no longer physically able to make the journey. For the first few weeks of every fall, residents anxiously await to see who will be able to make it and who does not return. News of a person's deteriorating health spread quickly in the park, and if he/she needs to sell the lot where they park their RV, a retired real-estate agent in the park helps them do so. Along with the sadness of the loss there can also be a lot of excitement as new property goes on sale. Some lots are highly sought after because they are larger or on a popular block, so as soon as they go on sale residents will enter into a bidding war over them. Aside from the potential of having a larger lot, moving enables people to change their block which alters both their political representation (block captain) and social obligations (block parties). When the lots are not bought internally, they are sold to new people who represent the vitality of the park.
Just as important as socializing, is maintaining connections with their home community. According to Bjelde and Sanders (2009) seasonal migrants keep in touch with their family and friends through phones, email, home visits, inviting people to stay with them, and having children drive them to the park. While all those are present in Ocean Valley, residents also organized themselves around their state affiliations. For instance, it was common for individuals to talk about their home state and put signs on their RV that indicated what city or town they were from such as, "The Browns, East Troy, WI." In addition, groups of people from the same state organized social events for residents who lived in different parks. One particular event was the state dinner, where residents of a state such as Iowa got together. These dinners could be small consisting of one mobile home park, or large with all of the parks in the area invited. For some of the larger dinners, business from the home state, contributed gift cards and other items that were raffled off during the meal. In Ocean Valley, there was a state dinner for all the major states represented: Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, and Minnesota and residents were encouraged to sell tickets to people both in and out of the park. During the summer, when they were back home, residents were also tasked with getting businesses to donate to the dinner.
The connection to Ocean Valley does not end during the summer months when people return to the Midwest. For instance, those who leave frequently maintain contact with the permanent migrants who are tasked with taking care of the park maintenance during the summer months. Furthermore, during the summer, groups of residents will meet at state and national parks in the US and Canada to celebrate birthdays, anniversaries, and mourn deaths. Through these year-round activities, residents of Ocean Valley continually reinforce both their Midwestern identity and their strong social and community affiliation with the LRGV. This ensures that when they migrate south again, they will go back to the same park, continuing the transmigration circuit.
MIgratIon and the IMpact on health
Appropriate and affordable medical care is a particular concern for the residents of the park. The average Winter Texan is 69.5 years old (Ghaddar and Simpson 2008) , and many of those interviewed indicated that they were taking multiple prescriptions and required monitoring for a chronic condition (such as high cholesterol, blood pressure, diabetes). While most Winter Texans have health insurance (67.9 percent have Medicare A, 67.2 percent part B, and 55.6 percent private health insurance) (Ghaddar and Simpson 2008) , they still face gaps in coverage, high prices, and long waiting times at hospitals and clinics in the US. Some Winter Texans also mentioned they did not have access to appropriate medical coverage in the Midwest because they lived in rural areas and often had to drive hours to get to major medical centers. Moreover, some healthy living practices, such as exercise, are challenging during the winter months when seniors tend to be less mobile. Consequently, seasonal migration to the LRGV enables seniors to experience a wider range of health promoting activities, including access to the low cost health care in Mexico.
Healthy Living the Park
Living in the park impacts seniors' health by providing exercise options, health screenings, and access to the Mexican health care system. It also gives seniors access to a community and support network that has been linked to a higher quality of life (Koropeckyj-Cox 2002) , and increased activity which has been linked to younger age, better self-rated health, and less functional limitations (Agahi, Ahacic, and Parker, 2006) . In Ocean Valley there were daily exercise opportunities such as walking clubs, biking clubs, water aerobics, dancing, weight watchers toning and stretching classes. In addition, there is a small gym that is open seven days a week. The warm climate in the winter also enabled people to be outside more often and be overall more mobile than if they were living in the Midwest.
Exercise programs in the park counteracted the common barriers seniors have exercising in the Midwest: cost, transportation, lack of motivation, unfamiliarity with exercise personal, and lack of confidence (Wright and Hyner 2009) . As one women mentioned, "at home I try to walk, but I don't do any of the other exercises. It is very difficult and hard to exercise by yourself." Some of the residents explained that the activities, "keep them busy," "happy," and feeling better than their other counterparts up north. Others went as far as to comment that "I wouldn't still be alive if I didn't come down here." However, as seniors age they are less able to participate and eventually they restrict themselves to less physical activities like playing cards, singing, or making quilts for poor Mexican children.
Aside from physical activities, living at the park provided access to medical care at lower prices than in the Midwest. At the Hall, local hospitals and medical clinics offered flu shots, blood pressure checks, stroke screenings, and wellness screenings that cost half what they would in the Midwest. Some of the residents even postponed tests in the Midwest, preferring the lower costs in the park. Frequently, when the results came back a week or so later, the health care organization sent a representative to give a presentation, explain the results and recommend follow-up care. These events were highly attended and are credited by the attendees for saving the lives of several of the residents through early detection. After the presentations, residents mingled with each other, discussing the results and offering anecdotal stories about the medications and treatments that they used or are using. Those who were still confused about their test results usually looked for retired medical professionals who lived in the park for additional information. For those identified as needing additional care, the nearest hospital was minutes away.
Sometimes, after receiving their results and attending the meeting, residents would come to the conclusion that they no longer needed a medication, either because they were cured or decided it was no longer effective. For example after one meeting, a woman sitting next to me handed me her medical results, smiling, and told me that her cholesterol was under control and she no longer needed Lipitor (a popular cholesterol lowering medication). Happy for her, I asked out loud what people do with all the extra medication. Her friend, Rita, a twenty-year veteran of the park explained that residents give the medication away or trade it for another that could be more effective. Recalling what she recently did after her medication was not working, Rita said:
People trade a lot of medication at the park . . . the doctor is always prescribing for you, and I have to pay for it and I take it for a week or so and I get a bad reaction to it and I have to throw it out. Maybe it cost me $200 and somebody here is taking the same thing, the same strength. What I used to do is put a note on the bulletin board [in the Hall] saying, "Anybody taking blank?" and put my phone number on it and they would call me and I would give it to them. This enabled residents to mitigate some of the costs that their friends might incur purchasing the medication. It also became the template or basis for a medicine exchange. Through the exchange, some people entered into a pharmaceutical giving or trading cycle where they constantly shared, gave, or sampled their friend's pharmaceuticals. Coupled with lower costs, primary and preventative care, and a community support network living in the park provided access to health care that they would not necessarily have if they stayed in the Midwest. 3 
Accessing Mexican Medical Care
Living in the Ocean Valley also facilitated access to Mexico which offered a variety of cross-border medical services including pharmaceuticals, dental care, physician consultations, unapproved treatments, and surgeries (Dalstrom 2012) . While there are many locations within the country for potential patients to receive care, the most popular medical destination for retirees in Ocean Valley was the Mexican border city of Nuevo Progreso, located about 45 minutes southeast of the park.
Access to the town is relatively simple, and seniors can either walk or drive across the Progreso-Nuevo Progreso International Bridge into the town. No identification is needed to walk into Mexico, and pedestrians are rarely stopped or searched by Mexican Customs or the Army. Nuevo Progreso has a thriving tourist district, which is the center of economic activity in the town. It consists of roughly five city blocks stretching south of the international border. Like many tourist districts in Mexico, Nuevo Progreso has restaurants, bars, liquor stores, and a plethora of street vendors selling jewelry, DVDs, and Mexican crafts, but it was the 72 dental clinics, 61 pharmacies, and 8 physicians offices that appealed most to many seniors.
The lower costs and easy access to Mexican medical care was particularly appealing. For example, according to the Winter Texan Market Survey, 51 percent of Winter Texans bought prescriptions, 36 percent dental care, and 6 percent visited a physician in Mexico (Ghaddar and Simpson 2008) . Overall though, cost was the primary reason they used the Mexican health care system. For instance, some Winter Texans reported that they saved up to 70 percent on their dental care and pharmaceuticals and more than 50 percent on Lasik eye surgery and abdominal surgery (Dalstrom 2012) .
Aside from cost, accessing health care in Mexico enabled Winter Texans to bypass insurance regulations and reluctant primary care physicians. For example, seniors went to Mexican pharmacies they were able to purchase the medication that they wanted or needed without a prescription As a result, seniors had the ability to self-medicate. In Ocean Valley this meant that retirees frequently traded medications purchased in Mexico that they no longer needed or wanted and recommended prescription medications to their friends. Then, when they found a medication that they liked, they purchased up to a years supply in Mexico. As one retiree explained, "I know what I have, I know what I need, so why do I have to pay a doctor to tell me what I know? I can just get it in Mexico" Some even looked for surgical opportunities such as Arlene, a 70-year-old retiree from Iowa who was very displeased with her optometrist who repeatedly refused to give her Lasik eye surgery. Frustrated, she went to Mexico and shopped around until she found an optometrist who would perform the surgery.
Many people are very concerned about the quality of Mexican health care especially in terms of whether it is as good as care in the US. For those concerned about the quality, they described it as "haphazard," "dangerous," "not as advanced," and "risky." Their fears were not entirely unwarranted, and the FDA (2011) , along with numerous doctors and dentists, have discouraged their use (Dalstrom 2012) . However, for many seniors, the choice was not that easy and the dilemma, as one resident explained, is often between "some care and no care." The burden of making the decision about care in Mexico that could be dangerous, but desperately needed, falls onto the individual. Self-treatment can be particularly dangerous within the Winter Texan community because many believe that they should not tell their primary care doctor or dentist within the US because they are afraid that the doctor will dissuade them or that it will somehow impact their health insurance coverage.
Recommendations were particularly important to assuage concerns and new residents commonly listened to more seasoned veterans. Therefore while there are numerous dentists and pharmacists in Nuevo Progreso, residents only utilize a few of them. In effect, certain providers become park dentists and pharmacists. For example, four years ago, Jerry was suffering from a bunion and a hammertoe, which caused her considerable pain. She saw several doctors in the US about it and they all told her that she needed surgery. Unfortunately though, she was hesitant because her deductible of 2500 USD made the prospects of surgery very expensive. One day she was at the flea market where she met another Winter Texan who had a similar procedure. During the conversation, Jerry found out that in Mexico the procedure was 1000 USD less than in the US. The catch was that the surgery was not yet approved in the US (but was practiced in Europe), and Jerry would have to bring her own medicine and foot brace to the hospital. However, because she was told that the doctor was good, she proceeded with the surgery.
Using patient recommendations does not always work out well, as in the case of Paul, who selected a dentist for a root canal based upon a friend's suggestion. During the procedure, the dentist only gave him an Ibuprofen for the pain and used a pair of pliers to remove a few teeth until he vomited and passed out. When he returned to the US he had several cracked teeth and a root canal that had to be redone, costing him an additional 5,000 USD. However Paul's story was a rarity in the park and now no one from the park uses that dentist anymore. More often, residents talked about the good deal they received in Mexico and how they had "waited all year to go to Mexico" because they could not afford the care in the US. Medical decisions that have positive outcomes are lauded as examples of the benefits of consumer choice and resistance to the US medical establishment. They are also used as the basis to connect health care in the Midwest to Texas. Proud of their medical prowess, Winter Texans spend the summer months telling their family and friends about the savings and benefits of Mexico. In response, people will ask Winter Texans to purchase medication on their behalf and it is not uncommon to see Winter Texans purchasing Mexican medication for their entire family or all their close friends in the Midwest. In addition, Winter Texans will invite their friends and family to visit them at the park so they can easily cross into Mexico for dental care and surgeries.
This created a very interesting situation where Winter Texans and their family members were diagnosed in the US and delayed treatment until the winter when they were able to access more affordable care in Mexico. For instance, John, a Winter Texan from Iowa was told by his dentist in July that he needed two root canals. Distressed by the high cost of the procedure, he waited until October until he could see the park's Mexican dentists, because as said, "Why should I pay more for the same care." The practice of waiting extends past dental care with some of the interviewees postponing knee, Lasik, and foot surgery. When asked why they waited most people indicated that it really was not that hard of a choice. Either their health
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Mobile Midwesterners insurance did not cover the procedure or the deductible was just too high. Since the surgery was not urgent, they would have to save up to afford it either way, so why not get a "better deal" in Mexico.
Therefore, for many Winter Texans and their families, health care is not something that is situated in the Midwest, but is part of, and intimately related to the circuit that connects Mexico, the LRGV, and the Midwest. Just as people move in a predictable pattern, so does medication, patients, and health care information. As new residents are integrated into the park, they are also exposed to and learn about Mexican health care. Older residents will frequently take them into Mexico to show them how the process works and to assure them that it is safe. For those integrated into the system, medical decisions are conceptualized spatially, in terms of the location that can provide them the care that they need, and temporally, depending on when they need care and what they can wait for. When framed within context of Mol's (2008) , discussion of the "logic of choice," a neoliberal notion that the commodification of health care services and choice produce better patients and health outcomes (which many Winter Texans believe in), it becomes easier to understand why using healthcare in the LRGV is so popular. Access and usage of health care in the parks empowers retirees to choose the type and delivery of their health care. Moreover through bypassing their primary care providers in the Midwest, Winter Texans shift the burden of medical decision making onto themselves, allowing them to make decisions the same way that they make migration decisions.
Through the dual benefit of having access to Mexican health care and health care within the park, retirees are able in some cases to increase the availability of health care services and decrease the overall cost. Coupled with exercise programs, social activities, and living arrangements that cater to older people, Winter Texans have the possibility of living, happier, healthier lives. As one resident stated, "If I was not here, I would be dead."
conclusIon
Retiring is not what it used to be. For some it marks the opportunity to travel, move, and have adventures-the antithesis of the aging in place model. To meet the growing demand for this lifestyle during retirement, a growing amount of branded retirement developments have emerged to cater to specific retiree desires (Fitzgerald 2000; McHugh 2000) . However, not all people want to move to fulltime community and instead desire part-time living arrangements. For those individuals, seasonal migration is one solution to meet the desire for living within a community of seniors and maintaining their home.
Seasonal migration from the Midwest to the LRGV began early in the twentieth century through the development of a phenomenon akin to the transmigration circuit. The circuit developed over the past century as Midwesterners came to the area to work, then visit, and eventually spend the winter. During that time the LRGV actively advertised to them, eventually developing seasonal RV parks that offered social activates, warm weather, and a strong community. Retirees who decided to winter in these parks rarely did so alone, frequently following friends and family. Through migrating with friends and family retirees, they are able to mitigate the often stressful and lonely experience of moving to a retirement community. Moreover, many indicated that through migrating, their quality of life increased as they were able to be social, exercise, and be outside during the winter months.
Living in the park also impacted health in some unique ways. First of all, many hospital and clinics in the LRGV provide discount health screenings and services in the parks on a monthly basis. Residents are encouraged to take advantage of these opportunities and also to assist newer residents in accessing medical care in the area. Sometimes, that care is in the US, but in other circumstances it means using Mexican health care. Regardless of where the care is received, Winter Texans have more access to health services that generally cost less than they would in the Midwest. Moreover, through accessing health care in the parks, Mexico, and the Midwest, they are able to fashion and utilize an entirely different health care system than their peers in the Midwest.
With all the opportunities available, Winter Texans have found a successful way to mitigate the problem of aging in place, feeling separated from their home community, and needing support by seasonally traveling south. When they move to their retirement communities they take their friends and family with them creating a support network that stretches across the county. New residents often are already connected with the park either through social connections or because they are from the same origin community. Once there, they form a tight knit community that becomes the basis for a variety of health seeking and social activities which improve the overall aging experience.
